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Clinical efﬁcacy of autologous stem cell transplantation for the
treatment of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus: a meta-analysis
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Abstract
Background aims. In this study, we investigate whether bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-MNC) or peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PB-MNC) have therapeutic efﬁcacy in type 2 diabetes (T2D). Methods. Search terms included stem cell,
bone marrow cell, peripheral blood cell, umbilical cord blood and T2D in MEDLINE, the Cochrane Controlled Trials
Register, EMBASE, the Wanfang Database, the China Science and Technology Periodical Database and China Journal Net.
Results. Fifteen trials met our inclusion criteria (n ¼ 497). One group included 266 cases with BM-MNC therapy and the
other group contained 231 cases with PB-MNC treatment. Glycosylated hemoglobin was decreased after BM-MNC or PBMNC therapy compared with that before (12 months: P < 0.001; 6 months: P < 0.001; 3 months: P < 0.05). Fasting plasma
glucose was reduced in BM-MNC therapy group compared with control after 12-month follow-up (P < 0.001) and after
BM-MNC therapy compared with that before (9 months: P < 0.001) but was not obvious in other stages. Meanwhile, the
analysis showed that C-peptide level increased after BM-MNC and PB-MNC therapy compared with the control therapy (12
months: P < 0.001) and with that before therapy (6 months: P < 0.05). Insulin requirement reduction was also observed in
patients receiving BM-MNC therapy (3, 6, 9 and 12 months: P < 0.05). Conclusions. To a certain extent, BM-MNC or PBMNC therapy for T2D demonstrated superiority of glycemic control, increased insulin biosynthesis and elevated insulin
secretion from existing b-cells and might prevent islet cell loss.
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Introduction
The global prevalence of diabetes in 2012 was estimated to be more than 10% among adults. According
to the report of the World Health Organization, the
total number of patients with diabetes is projected to
reach 366 million in 2030. Of the diabetic population,
95% are of type 2, characterized by two defects,
namely progressive and inexorable b-cell dysfunction,
which superimposed on insulin secretion and sensitivity [1e3]. Diabetes can result in multi-system
chronic complications, particularly micro- and
macro-vascular complications, with high morbidity
and mortality rates. Chronic hyperglycemia can also
damage the eyes, kidneys, nerves, heart and blood
vessels. Once a person is diagnosed with diabetes
mellitus, they will generally need to take drugs or insulin all their life, which can cause a great deal of
disruption to their work and life in general [3].
Recently, research has focused on stem cells to
generate functional b cells [4]. In addition to primary
pancreatic b cells, studies on regeneration of

functional insulin producing cells suggested various
alternative cell sources including embryonic stem
cells, induced pluripotent stem cells and adult stem
cells, for example, bone marrow cells (BMCs) or
bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-MNC), which
mainly contain mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs)
and hemopoietic stem cells, peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PB-MNC), umbilical cord blood
stem cells (UCB), pancreatic stem cells and hepatic
stem cells. In addition, the conversion of the gall
bladder, skin ﬁbroblasts, blastocyst-derived hypoblast stem cellelike cells and induced pluripotent
stem cells into insulin-secreting cells has been tested
[5e8]. Among them, MSCs were demonstrated to
inhibit T-cellemediated immune responses against
newly formed b cells, which, in turn, are able to
survive in this altered immunological milieu [9]. As a
new therapeutic agent, MSCs in the treatment of
diabetic cardiomyopathy, diabetic nephropathy, diabetic polyneuropathy, diabetic retinopathy and diabetic wounds were applied [10,11]. Prochymal, a
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human MSCebased stem cell therapy has been
designated by the US Food and Drug Administration
for the treatment of acute graft-versus-host disease
and for ischemic diseases, neurologic disorders and
diabetes, among others [12].
Stem cell therapy offers a new paradigm in the
management of T2D after its success in an elegant
study by Voltarelli et al. [13] in patients with type 1
diabetes mellitus (T1DM). Phase I/II clinical trials of
intra-arterial pancreatic infusion of total autologous
BM and/or BM-derived stem cells are currently
under way, applying for the treatment of T2D at
Fuzhou General Hospital in China (in combination
with hyperbaric oxygen therapy; NCT00767260), at
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research in India (NCT00644241), at Shan-dong
University in China (NCT00465478), at the University of Illinois at Chicago (NCT01415726) and at
the University of Miami (NCT01786707). A total
number of 88 registered clinical trials on T2D in
phase I/II can be found on the website for
clinicaltrials.gov (http://www.clinicals.gov) with the
key word of “stem cell” and “type 2 diabetes” until
August 31, 2014. There have been some trials
reporting that stem cell therapy can control patients’
hyperglycemia and improve the function of pancreatic islets [14].We herein performed a systematic
review and meta-analysis of clinical trials to assess
the efﬁcacy and tolerability of stem cells in the
treatment of patients with T2D. The aim of this
Review was to evaluate the impact of stem
cellebased therapy on the clinical response and
clinical observation results as well as to assess the
efﬁcacy of such a treatment by glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c), C-peptide, fasting plasma glucose
(FPG) and insulin requirement.
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concealment, description of withdrawals per arm and
blinding) for all of the trials included in the study and
the respective study duration was demonstrated by
the corresponding end point. No language limits
were applied. The initial search was performed in
November of 2012, with updates in July 2014.
Furthermore, we consulted with experts in this ﬁeld
and performed manual searches in reference lists.
We also searched http://www.ClinicalTrials.gov
website for the information of prospective and
ongoing trials. We excluded abstracts that were never
subsequently published as full papers and studies on
animals.
Data extraction and quality assessment
Data extraction was independently conducted by two
authors with the use of a standardized approach.
Disagreement was adjudicated by a third author after
referring back to the original publications. We
collected the trial data including authors’ names,
journal, year of publication, sample size per arm,
regimen used, median or mean age of patients, sex,
history of T2D, HbA1c, C-peptide, FPG, insulin
requirement of patients and information pertaining
to study design in our meta-analysis.
Deﬁnition of outcome measures
HbA1c is a measure of the degree to which hemoglobin is glycosylated in erythrocytes and is expressed
as a percentage of total hemoglobin concentration. It
reﬂects the exposure of erythrocytes to glucose in an
irreversible and time- and concentration-dependent
manner and is also determined by the FPG assessment. The secondary object was the C-peptide level
and insulin requirement that denote the function of
pancreatic islets.

Methods
Search strategy and selection criteria

Statistical analysis

Trials were identiﬁed by electronic search in the
PubMed database (1976 onward), Embase (1966
onward), the Cochrane Central Registry of
Controlled Trials (no date restriction), the Wanfang
Database (no date restriction), the China Science
and Technology Periodical Database (no date restriction), China Journal Net (no date restriction),
reference lists of published trials and relevant review
articles. The search strategy included the medical
subject headings of “diabetes,” “stem cells,” “type 2
diabetes,” “mesenchymal stem cell,” “cell therapy,”
“bone marrow mononuclear cell,” “peripheral blood
mononuclear cell” and “beta cell” for the full text
search. The type of the study design (ie, whether the
trial reported the mode of randomization, allocation

The analysis was carried out by means of pair-wise
comparison of the stem cell containing arms of the
identiﬁed trials with the respective nonestem cell
arms and also the comparison before and after the
stem cell therapy. Treatment effects are reﬂected by
HbA1c, FPG, C-peptide and insulin requirement.
The data of HbA1c, FPG, C-peptide and insulin
requirement in each arm were extracted from each
trial and combined by use of a method by Mantel
and Haenszel (Review Manager Version 5.0, Nordic
Cochran Centre). To evaluate whether the results of
the studies were homogeneous, we used Cochran’s Q
test; it is a c2 test with degrees of freedom equal to
the number of studies minus 1 and tests the null
hypothesis that the difference between the study
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estimates of mean difference (MD) is due to chance.
We also calculated the quantity I2 that describes the
percentage of variation across studies that is due to
heterogeneity rather than chance. I2 values of 25%,
50% and 75% were used as evidence of low, moderate and high heterogeneity, respectively. The MD
was calculated with a ﬁxed-effect model when no
statistically signiﬁcant heterogeneity existed; otherwise, a random-effects model was used. Values of
P < 0.05 were considered to be statistically signiﬁcant. All reported P values resulted from two-sided
version tests of the respective tests.
Risk of bias across studies
The sample size of the selected studies is not very
large. The follow-up time of the included studies was
not sufﬁciently long, and the patient information
such as following doctor’s advice or regarding diet
control and medication was not insufﬁcient.
Results
Selection of the trials
The electronic search yielded 162 references. After
title and abstract review, 137 publications were
excluded for different reasons (25 for being review
articles, 18 for using animal models, 28 for being
case reports, 37 for being in vitro experiments and 29
for being nursing studies). The full texts of 25 articles
were selected as potentially relevant and retrieved for
more detailed assessment. A further 10 studies were
excluded because there were no detailed patient
clinical data or therapy response reports and the cell
type for treatment. The selection procedure of the
clinical trials is shown in Figure 1. As a result, 15
articles reporting clinical trials of stem cell-based
therapy for T2D were selected for meta-analysis.
Characteristics of stem cellebased therapy
After the selection process, 15 eligible clinical trials
with a total of 497 patients were included in the
present analysis [15e29]. All of the trials were fully
published. The clinical data of the trials are listed in
Table I.
Most of the patients in these studies had a good
performance status; median patient age was 50.4
years. In all of the 15 trials, stem cell therapy was
evaluated in patients with T2D. BM-MNC, peripheral blood stem cell or UCB stem cell therapies
were all included in this analysis. We put the comparison into two groups, respectively, with PBMNC including UCB in six studies [21,23,26e29]
and with BM-MNC in the selected nine studies

Figure 1. Flow diagram shows record identiﬁcation, screening and
study inclusion process.

[15e20,22,24,25] according to the cell type of the
regimens used per arm containing 266 and
231 cases, respectively. Considering the cells used
for the therapy, in two trials hyperbaric oxygen
(HBO) combined with BM mononuclear stem cell
therapy was used for T2D treatment [15,16],
whereas the other 12 trials used only stem cells
including Wharton’s jelly MSC [17e28] and one
used the cord bloodederived multipotent stem cells
with educator therapy [29]. Four studies included a
control group; two of them were divided into two
groups on the basis of patients’ willingness when the
clinical trials were performed, and the control group
received the therapy with insulin intensiﬁcation
and conventional therapy [19,21]. The other two
were randomly assigned to intervention and control
arms with the therapy of conventional therapy and
sham procedure [16,20]. The number of stem
cells transfused into patients in these studies was
>1.0  107/course.
The patient information from two groups (stem
cell therapy alone and control group and before and
after stem cell treatment) of the trials, such as sex,
age, history of T2D and stem cell doses, are listed in
Table I. However, other clinical information from
the trials such as performance status, weight, body
mass index, waist, body fat, triglycerides, highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol were not collected because of
insufﬁcient data on some reports of the treatment.

Table I. Baseline clinical and laboratory parameters of patients.

Authors and year

Age (years, mean)

No. of patients
(male)
10
25
31
56
54
11
10
20
20
96

Wang 2010 (China, Sichuan) [22]

50.39  9.37
61.60  12.58

48 (32)
5 (4)

Xu 2011 (China, Guangdong) [23]
Yao 2012 (China, Chongqing) [24]
Chen 2008 (China, Shandong) [25]
Tong 2013 (China, Chongqing) [26]
Zhao 2013 (China, Shandong) [29]
Liu 2014 (China, Tianjin) [27]
Wang 2014 (China, Beijing) [28]

45
45.67
42.4
40.7
50.8
52.9
41

Khandelwal 2014 (India) [20]
Wu 2014 (China, Fujian) [16]









18
14.92
10.5
4.5
9.4
10.5
10

18
6
18
3
36
22
8

(8)
(17)
(18)
(38)
(36)
(9)
(7)
(13)
(14)
(71)

(10)
(3)
(12)
(3)
(21)
(15)
(4)

Regimens (per arm)

14.6  7.5
BM-MNC
13.2  1.6
HBO and BM-MNC
5.7  4.4
HBO and BM-MNC
8.6  6.5
BM-MNC Insulin
7.3  6.3
intensiﬁcation
13.4  1.5
BM-MNC
18.2  1.9
Sham procedure
2 to 15 BM-MSC
Conventional therapy
9.02  6.28 PB-MNC and
conventional therapy
9.42  5.65
Conventional therapy
13.60  5.73 BM-MNC
1.91
6.28
7.1
6.6
9
8.7
3.7









0.96
6.96
5.4
4.6
5.6
4.3
1.1

UCB mononuclear
BM-MNC
BM-MNC
UCB mononuclear
PB-MNC
UC-MSC
UCB stem cell

Regimens
(cell number) dose

PMID

3.5  1.4  108
Unknown
3.76  108/kg
2.8  1.9  109

19686048
19364067
22340214
22814142

3.2  1.4  108

23561959

4.0  1.4  109

24290656

8  108

http://dx.doi.org/103877/cma.j.issn.1674-0785.
2012.17.039

1.27  0.18  108

http://dx.doi.org/10.3969/j.issn.1673-8225.
2010.23.039
2095-0616(2011)22-22-04
1000-5404 (2012)01-0074-04

1.1  0.3  108
Unknown
6.1  3.4  108
5.29  108
Unknown
2  106/kg
Unknown

23861460
23837842
24759263
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Ding 2012 (China, Beijing) [21]

57.5  5.9
55.8  2.1
46.6  6.8
50.4  4.9
50.2  8.2
50.4  2.3
54.3  2.3
53.3  5.8
59.2  5.4
47.48  10.46

Ramakrishnan 2009 (India) [17]
Ricordi 2008 (USA) [15]
Wang 2011 (China, Wuhan) [18]
Hu 2012 (China, Shandong) [19]

History of
NIDDM
(years)
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A

B

Figure 2. Comparison of HbA1c between the stem cell therapy and control groups (A); comparison of HbA1c before stem cell therapy and
after stem cell therapy (B). The random-effects meta-analysis model (Mantel-Haenszel method) was used. Each trial is represented by a
square, the center of which gives the MD for that trial. The size of the square is proportional to the information in that trial. The ends of the
horizontal bars denote a 95% CI. The black diamond gives the overall MD for the combined results of all trials.

Autologous stem cell therapy type 2 diabetes mellitus
HbA1c
HbA1c is a stable marker of glycemic control, and
information on HbA1c was available in 12 trials
[15e21,24,26e29] containing 243 patients with
BM-MNC therapy and 213 patients with PB-MNC
therapy (92 patients as the control group without
stem cell therapy). Regarding the efﬁcacy of the BMMNC therapy compared with control therapy, the
estimated pooled MD for all of the three trials
[16,19,20] showed signiﬁcant reduction in HbA1c
with the inverse variance model (BM-MNC group:
MD, 0.87; 95% conﬁdence interval [CI], 1.55
to 0.2; P ¼ 0.01) in T2D after 12-month follow-up
(Figure 2A). On the other hand, we compared the
level of HbA1c in the different stages before and after
BM-MNC or PB-MNC treatment to show the effect
of the therapy. The estimated pooled MD for 12
trials shows a highly signiﬁcant decrease in HbA1c
after 12-, 6- and 3-month follow-up (BM-MNC
group: MD, 1.93; 95% CI, 2.89 to 0.98; P <
0.001; MD, 1.56; 95% CI, 2.22 to 0.91; P <
0.001; MD, 0.71; 95% CI, 1.26 to 0.17; P ¼
0.01; PB-MNC group: MD, 1.43; 95% CI, 1.76
to 1.10; P < 0.001; MD, 1.58; 95% CI, 1.99
to 1.17; P < 0.001; MD, 2.08; 95% CI, 3.01
to 1.16; P < 0.001), respectively (Figure 2B). In
all, the comparison of HbA1c in the two groups is the
same, and the BM-MNC group included more
responders.

Fasting plasma glucose
FPG is the metabolic parameter that indicates the
diagnostic criteria for diabetes mellitus. Information
on
FPG
was
available
in
11
trials
[15e17,20,21,23e27,29] containing 278 patients
(91 patients as the control group without stem cell
therapy). The efﬁcacy of the cell therapy in the estimated pooled MD for all of the three trials
[16,20,21] showed signiﬁcant reduction in FPG with
the inverse variance model (BM-MNC group:
MD, 19.30; 95% CI, 38.01 to 0.59; P ¼ 0.04)
in T2D after 12-month follow-up (Figure 3A). On
the other hand, we compared the level of FPG in the
different stages before and after BM-MNC or PBMNC treatment to show the effect of the therapy.
The estimated pooled MD for eight trials shows a
highly signiﬁcant decrease of FPG after 9-month
follow-up in the BM-MNC therapy group
(MD, 83.51; 95% CI, 109.51 to 57.51; P <
0.001) but not for 6-month and 3-month follow-up,
respectively (BM-MNC group: MD, 34.0; 95%
CI, 75.5 to 7.49; P ¼ 0.11; MD, 24.38; 95%
CI, 74.23 to 25.47; P ¼ 0.34; PB-MNC group:
MD, 42.44; 95% CI, 128.11 to 43.24; P ¼ 0.33)
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(Figure 3B). Thus, we observed after a long followup that FPG showed some improvements in the
BM-MNC group including 235 patients but no signiﬁcant change in the PB-MNC group with 43
patients.
C-peptide
C-peptide levels are the established biomarker for
endogenous insulin synthesis. Therefore, we
collected information on C-peptide that was available
in seven trials [15e17,20,21,24,26,27]. These
included trials contained 271 patients (78 patients as
the control group without stem cell therapy). The
efﬁcacy of the stem cell therapy in the estimated
pooled MD for the two trials showed a signiﬁcant Cpeptide increase with the inverse variance model
(MD, 0.97; 95% CI, 0.73 to 1.2; P < 0.001) in T2D
for 12 months in the BM-MNC group (Figure 4A).
On the other hand, we compared the level of Cpeptide in the different stages before and after stem
cell treatment to show the effect of the therapy. The
estimated pooled MD was highly signiﬁcantly
increased after 6-month follow-up (BM-MNC
group: MD, 1.13; 95% CI, 0.79 to 1.47; P < 0.001;
PB-MNC group: MD, 0.60; 95% CI, 0.01 to 1.18;
P ¼ 0.04) but not after 3- and 12-month follow-up
(BM-MNC group: MD, 1.81; 95% CI, 0.15 to
3.77; P ¼ 0.07; PB-MNC group: MD, 0.23; 95%
CI, 0.27 to 0.74; P ¼ 0.37; MD, 0.11; 95%
CI, 0.78 to 1.00; P ¼ 0.81) (Figure 4B). Generally,
C-peptide improvements were observed in the BMMNC group with 102 cases and in the PB-MNC
group with 169 cases.
Insulin requirement
Some prospective and randomized studies demonstrated that the stem cell transplantation results in
reduction in exogenous insulin requirement in patients with T2D having oral anti-diabetic drug failure and requiring insulin for glycemic control [25].
Information on insulin requirement was available in
six trials [15e17,20,22,25] containing 119 patients.
Regarding the efﬁcacy of the cell therapy, the estimated pooled MD showed no signiﬁcant reduction
in insulin requirement with the inverse variance
model (BM-MNC group: MD, 0.12; 95%
CI, 0.24 to 0.01; P ¼ 0.06) in T2D after 12-month
follow-up (Figure 5A). We compared the level of
insulin requirement in the different stages before
and after BM-MNC treatment. The estimated
pooled MD shows a highly signiﬁcant decrease in
insulin requirement after 3-, 6-, 9- and 12-month
follow-up, respectively, in the BM-MNC group
(MD, 21.96; 95% CI, 37.77 to 6.14;
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A

B

Figure 3. Forest plot for FPG. Comparison of FPG between the stem cell therapy and control groups (A); comparison of FPG before stem
cell therapy and after stem cell therapy (B). The random-effects model (Mantel-Haenszel method) was used in this analysis.

P ¼ 0.007; MD, 34.29; 95% CI, 51.38
to 17.20; P < 0.001; MD, 26.75; 95%
CI, 29.18 to 24.32; P < 0.001; MD, 31.73;
95% CI, 34.26 to 29.20; P < 0.001) (Figure 5).
Therefore, especially for insulin requirement, the
comparison results showed signiﬁcant improvements in the BM-MNC group with 119 patients,
whereas for the PB-MNC group in the selected trials, we could not collect the data for meta-analysis
because six of the selected trials reported the
related different data. One reported the number of
the patients of the insulin requirement [21], and,

although two of them showed the data with the unit
of U/kg/d [26,27], one trial only included two patients’ data. Some reported the value of the insulinreleasing test [23,28,29]; therefore, for the insulin
requirement comparison, the PB-MNC group
included six studies [21,23,26e29], but we could
not collect these data in our meta-analysis.
Discussion
The importance of preventing diabetes in high-risk
individuals is highlighted by the substantial and

Autologous stem cell therapy type 2 diabetes mellitus
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A

B

Figure 4. Comparison of C-peptide treatment with stem cell and control therapy (A). The ﬁxed-effects meta-analysis model (MantelHaenszel method) was used in this analysis. Comparison of C-peptide before stem cell treatment and after stem cell treatment (B). The
random-effects meta-analysis model (Mantel-Haenszel method) was used in this analysis.

world-wide increase in the prevalence of diabetes in
recent years. Diabetes mellitus has no permanent
cure to date. There are various stem cell sources and
manipulation techniques that can be used to generate
functional b-like cells in a relatively safe and efﬁcient

manner [30]. Stem cellebased therapy could be one
of the most promising solutions.
Data collected from clinical trials completed to
date support the hypothesis that MSCs and BMCs
can perform immunomodulatory functions to
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A

B

Figure 5. Forest plot for the insulin requirement assessment. The data come from patient treatment with stem cell therapy and control
treatment (A) and before stem cell treatment and after stem cell treatment (B). The random-effects meta-analysis model (Mantel-Haenszel
method) was used in this analysis.

suppress the adverse immunological response. The
mechanisms for the MSCs and BMCs were mainly
involved in the secretion of several factors including
transforming growth factor-b, hepatocyte growth factor
(HGF), nitric oxide and prostaglandin E2 [31e33],
indicating that MSCs and BMCs act to modulate the
host immune response and protect other cells from
innate and adaptive immune responses. Secretion of
stem cell release molecules such as basic ﬁbroblast
growth factor, HGF, angiopoietin-1 and -2, vascular
endothelial growth factor and cysteine-rich protein 61

by MSCs and BMCs leads to increased vascular density
and blood ﬂow in ischemic myocardium, resulting in
increased perfusion and function [34]. In addition,
cardiac levels of interleukin-1b, tumor necrosis factor-a
and stem cell release molecules implicated in angiogenesis were shown to be elevated after MSC transplantation. The expressions of stromal-derived factor-1,
insulin-like growth factor-1, HGF, and pigment
epithelium-derived factor are known to promote repair
and regeneration by facilitating circulating progenitor
cell recruitment to damaged tissues [35].

Autologous stem cell therapy type 2 diabetes mellitus
As far as we are aware, our study represents the
ﬁrst meta-analysis on the clinical efﬁcacy of autologous stem cell transplantation for the treatment of
T2D in the multi-country populations. In our study,
HbA1c and daily insulin requirement decreased
signiﬁcantly after stem cell transplantation. However,
there was no signiﬁcant change of FPG or improvement of C-peptide at the end of several studies.
Our analysis showed signiﬁcant HbA1c reduction
in T2D treated with stem cells after 12 months
compared with the control therapy. The level of
HbA1c before and after stem cell treatment showed a
highly signiﬁcant decrease after 12-, 9-, 6- and 3month follow-up in both the BM-MNC group and
the PB-MNC group. HbA1c is a good indicator for
the blood glucose levels because of its characteristics
of more objectiveness and less susceptibility to diet,
exercise and other interference factors. Thus, it always acts as a complementary value to the point
values of blood glucose. Therefore, the result
demonstrated that stem cell therapy may improve
glycemic control. According to the HbA1c goal
(<7%) recommended by the American Diabetes
Association for the treatment of adult diabetes, most
of the studies achieved this goal after 6 months, and,
although the 3-month follow-up is signiﬁcant, most
of the studies had not reached this criteria at that
time. Thus, it is obvious that stem cell therapy is a
safe approach that produces lasting improvement in
metabolic control for T2D. In addition, there are
some newly reported clinical trials including the large
samples with 240 patients performed in China [36],
but the results did not demonstrate when to analyze
the index of the therapy, so we cannot include them.
An open question remains regarding how long the
therapeutic effects will be sustained, and there is no
deﬁnitive period for how long this observation should
last; therefore, much longer and more elegant trials
are needed.
Our analysis showed a slight FPG reduction in
T2D treated with the stem cells after 12 months
compared with the control therapy. The level of FPG
before and after stem cell treatment was also shown
to be signiﬁcantly decreased after 9- and 3-month
follow-up but not for 6-month follow-up, respectively, in the BM-MNC group and the PB-MNC
group. It was reported that MSCs can promote
regeneration of the injured islet [37]; however, the
failure of BMC transplantation to restore b-cell
function in patients has been reported in some
studies, such as the Osiris trial [38,39]. Furthermore,
a recent published study by D’Addio et al. [40] on
autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
in T1DM reported the interesting ﬁnding that individuals had good and poor responses to the therapy, which suggests that the CD34þ cell fraction in
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the total cell transplant would play a key role;
therefore, in different studies, the cell fraction also
affects the therapeutic efﬁcacy. In our meta-analysis,
we collected the clinical trials including different
stem cell therapy for T2D for the limitation of the
patient cases, and we then classiﬁed them into two
groups on the basis of the cell types. We found that
the different stem cell types, numbers and culture
conditions may play diverse roles in T2D treatment
and would induce a bias of the analysis that should
be clariﬁed further. In some trials, it showed a progressive and consistent reduction in plasma glucose
in several included studies [22,25] but not in other
included studies [15,17,24], which suggests that
autologous stem cell infusion is the potential therapy
for T2D to some extent. In addition, we should point
out that the unit of measurement for FPG should be
united further, which would affect the analysis result.
For example, in our analysis, the data in different
sources of studies have more than a 10-magnitude
gap, and we conducted a unit conversion (18
for mmol/L to mg/dL) for uniﬁcation of units of
measurement.
Our results also showed no signiﬁcant insulin
requirement reduction in T2D with stem cell treatment after 12 months compared with the control
therapy in the BM-MNC group. The level of insulin
requirement before and after stem cell treatment
showed a highly signiﬁcant decrease after 3-, 6-, 9and 12-month follow-up in the BM-MNC group,
but no data were shown in the PB-MNC group for
the limitation of the trials and the shortage of the
data. In addition, we should denote that in all of our
included clinical trials, only two of them mentioned
that after the cell transplant 24.2% of patients obtained insulin independence [25] and two patients in
all six switched to oral hypoglycemic drugs [24]. In
all, the comparison is consistent and sustained at the
end of the follow-up in most studies, and, until now,
we collected more trials with BM-MNC therapy than
with PB-MNC. Therefore, T2D patients who receive
self-donated (autologous) bone marrow stem cells
require less insulin but receive the treatment for type
2 diabetes mellitus and its complications. The data
available thus far from animal and human studies is
encouraging; however, there is a need for longer
durations of follow-up.
Our analysis showed a signiﬁcant C-peptide increase in T2D treated with stem cells compared with
control therapy after 12 months in the BM-MNC
group. The level of C-peptide before and after stem
cell treatment showed a highly signiﬁcant increase
after 6 months but not the 12-month follow-up in the
BM-MNC group and the PB-MNC group.
Regarding the C-peptide and the insulin requirement
that demonstrates the functions of the b cells,
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C-peptide is a by-product of insulin synthesis and is
released at equal levels; it demonstrated the insulin
sensitivity, but T2D patients received external insulin injections and other treatments that limit the accuracy of C-peptide. Some studies showed the area
under the curve of peptide [21]; therefore the data
analysis may induce the bias.
Although mechanisms for the MSCs and BMCs
that improved glycemic control remain to be investigated, increased C-peptide levels suggest an
increased insulin biosynthesis in these studies. The
increased insulin biogenesis could either be the results of expanded insulin-secreting b-cells or elevated
insulin secretion from existing b-cells. Currently
study does not provide mechanistic endogenous
mature b-cells. Furthermore, it appears that b-cell
maintenance may depend on the ability of MSCs and
BMCs to prevent islet cell loss resulting from
exocrine malfunction or degeneration, which contributes to the pathogenesis of diabetes [18]. It was
shown that BALB/c-MSC mice expressed higher
levels of the negative co-stimulatory molecule PD-L1
and that promoted a shift toward Th2-like responses
and soft tissue and visceral tumors in treated NOD
mice [41]. Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that after additional passages, the immortalized BM-MSCs became transformed into malignant
cells, capable of forming ﬁbrosarcomas in vivo
[42,43]. Thus, the importance of these observations
remains to be explored in humans; however, because
of their oncogenic potential, MSCs should be further
considered in the clinical application.
In short, the application of stem cell therapy as a
cure for T2D appears promising and tolerable, with
bona ﬁde hope for a permanent cure with no side
effects.
Limitations
Although our meta-analysis showed that autologous
stem cell implantation is safe and effective for the
majority of T2D patients, it also has certain contraindications. All 15 trials included in the analysis were
mainly conducted in China, only three of them were
performed in India and the United States. The total
sample size is not very large. The follow-up time was
not sufﬁciently long. Patient information was limited,
and that might affect the results observed. Some
studies mentioned that the therapeutic effects were
inﬂuenced by the degree to which the patients followed their doctor’s advice such as regarding diet
control and medication.
The present study has several limitations. First,
from a clinical trial point of view, the two groups in
the study should have exactly the same background
except for the intervention factor, but, in some

studies, treatment with stem cells is a surgical operation, and, as a result, patients endure more distress.
Patients were divided into two groups on the basis of
their willingness to participate in these studies; this
may lead to a bias and is the most important study
limitation. Second, subjects in each study were
recruited from patients with T2D without severe
complications; moreover, the involved number was
relatively small. These results must be replicated in a
larger cohort.
The reliability of this systemic review might also
be inﬂuenced by other factors. For example, most of
the included studies did not report clinical randomallocation concealment; therefore, this metaanalysis may have distribution and implementation
bias. Furthermore, clinical studies with stem cells are
still in their infancy; on the basis of the encouraging
experimental and clinical evidence currently available, randomized clinical trials considering the cell
type, cell number, cell culture condition and infusion
method are justiﬁable and should be done under
stringent compliance with the CONSORT principles. This will certainly involve a large number of
patients to demonstrate statistical signiﬁcance for a
modest degree of outcome superiority. Such studies
are urgently needed to provide unequivocal evidence
of the clinical usefulness of stem cell therapy in T2D.
In all, according to our analysis, the data
demonstrated superiority in glycemic control,
increased insulin biosynthesis, elevated insulin
secretion from existing b-cells and prevent islet cell
loss. Hence, it was proven that efﬁcacy lies in the
possibility of application of a promising therapy
method for T2D, but it also needs more maturation
stem cell therapy development. Furthermore, to
clarify the exact treatment mechanism, further
studies that address the precise molecules and
pathways involved in the factors, including cell
homing, microenvironment improvement, interactions between stem cells and islet progenitor
cells and the adjunctive drugs or other types of cells
that interact with stem cells during treatment, will be
required.
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